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She said, men want brutally beautiful women. They want innocently hips, and honey lips. They want honour, they want snow-white paradise they can cry into. 5) stop writing about periods when you do not know anything about periods, and you’re only using it as a plot device to remind us that this character does, indeed, have a vagina. 6) 500 days of summer isn’t real. deal with it. 7) it isn’t rare for women to be well-read. in fact, i meet far more women who read than men who read. that’s all for now. i just got really annoyed about that stupid article so, here ya go. whatiskelseyreading. Women write more about feelings, men about actions. Even as gender roles have merged and same-sex romance has become more accepted, men and women still speak different languages when they talk about love” at least, if Modern Love essays submitted to The New York Times are any indication. We examined the last four years of essay submissions and charted the words along two dimensions: whether the essay was published and the author’s gender.  And regarding sex versus love, men and women want both, said William Doherty, a couples counselor and professor of family science at the University of Minnesota. But sexual chemistry is more often an initial filter for men entering a relationship, while closeness is for women. I came home, and started reading, Women Writing About Men, by Jane Miller, c. 1986 (my first time reading it). It’s a “feminist” book, probably one that was in vogue back then. I don’t care for her writing style, but after reading the first chapter (or was it the introduction?) I had an epiphany with regard to the movie “True Grit.” As Harold Bloom would say, I think folks, including critics, have been misreading “True Grit.”